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INTRODUCTION
Elvaston Castle Estate, situated approximately 6.5 km south-east of Derby City Centre, was
bought by Derbyshire County Council (DCC) in 1968 from an aggregates consortium. Elvaston
was the first Country Park to open in the UK. It ran successfully as a Country Park and Museum
for more than three decades. However, during the 1990s, in the context of financial and political
pressures on local authorities across the country, DCC had to acknowledge a dilemma: having
continued to make financial investment in Elvaston, developing it as a very popular local
attraction over many years, the situation was becoming increasingly untenable. Although there
was a continued financial commitment, it was recognised that the Castle, Estate buildings and
structures, and gardens required considerably increased resources.

Financial sustainability will be fundamental
to the delivery of the vision
Between 2002 and 2004, DCC commissioned
two conservation plans. One for Elvaston
Castle and associated buildings and one
for the historic Estate. These commissions
were grant assisted by the National Lottery
Heritage Fund (NLHF).
Following the completion of the conservation
plans, DCC jointly funded with Historic
England (HE) the Essential Repairs Report and
the Strategic Options Appraisal. The Essential
Repairs Report (2011) set out all the repairs
that were required on the Elvaston Estate to
stem the decline of the Registered Park and
Garden and the listed buildings and other
garden structures that are in the ownership of
DCC. The Strategic Options Appraisal (2013)
used the costs identified by the Essential
Repairs Report to investigate and test various
use and development options and advised
on various opportunities that might be
considered. It outlined a robust analysis of the
development options for the Estate to inform
and identify optimum viable uses that were
compatible with the historic significance of
the site. It also, through consultation with HE,
South Derbyshire District Council and DCC,
identified a number of potential ‘enabling
development’ sites (see * page 13).
Both of these documents are available on
www.futureelvaston.co.uk.
Following these studies it became apparent
to DCC that a new approach to Elvaston was
required. DCC secured the assistance of the
National Trust (NT) and working in partnership
developed an ambitious 10 year vision, which
formed the basis of the Masterplan.

Key to the Masterplan are six ‘guiding
principles’. These principles will direct all
future management decisions, whoever is
responsible for Elvaston Castle and Estate:
1 Freehold of the Estate will be retained by
Derbyshire County Council;
2 A competent single management body
will control the overall governance of the
Estate with the balance of conservation,
heritage and access at its core;
3 Financial sustainability will be
fundamental to the delivery of the vision,
facilitated by a business model that
provides on-going reinvestment in the
long term stewardship of the Estate
without eroding its significance;
4 The historic, landscape and biodiversity
significance will be protected, conserved
and, where sustainable, enhanced;
5 Public access to the gardens, parkland
and house will be provided and
maintained; the parkland at least will
be free at the point of entry on foot.
The stories and rich heritage will be
understood, shared and celebrated;
6 People, community involvement and
partnership working will be at the heart of
all activities.
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DCC, working collaboratively with the NT, produced a costed capital
implementation plan for the total regeneration of the Estate, instigated a
long-term business plan and funding strategy for achieving this and, crucially,
proposed a governance structure and identified coalition partners to enact
the vision. To address the final aim, the Elvaston Development Board, an
embryonic ‘shadow’ trust body, was created in 2015; this later developed into
the Elvaston Castle & Gardens Trust (ECGT).
The work with the NT culminated in the development of a first-round NLHF
bid for a project to repair and regenerate the Castle and surrounding ‘core’
buildings. Also included in the bid were a range of initiatives to improve
the visitor welcome, provide greater access to the Castle and an enhanced
catering offer, tell the story of Elvaston, and improve activity, education and
volunteering opportunities for the community. Unfortunately the bid was
unsuccessful.
The NLHF indicated that it would be keen to work with DCC in strengthening
a future bid. The NLHF expressed a wish to understand more about plans for
future phases to help realise the overall vision for the Estate.
DCC is now working in partnership with ECGT with the ambition of handing
the running of the Estate to the Trust as the ‘competent single management
body’. This Masterplan represents the joint ambition of ECGT and DCC for
Elvaston.
The Masterplan aims to consolidate the guiding principles of the vision into
a set of clear, practical development proposals with a clear phasing strategy.
It seeks to identify which projects are seen as high priority. It also sets out
where new leisure activities, new retail and business offers and improved
interpretation, education and catering facilities will be provided. In all cases
the potential benefits will be balanced with the sensitivities of the Estate’s
historic buildings, gardens and wider landscape.
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LOCATION
Elvaston Castle is located
immediately to the south-east of
the city of Derby. It is ideally located
as both a visitor attraction and a
new business setting with its close
links to the primary road network
(A6, A50 and A52), as well as the
M1 which is just 5 miles to the east.
Centrally located within England,
the Estate is within an hour’s drive
of Nottingham, Leicester and Stoke.
Birmingham and Sheffield are only
just over an hour away. The Estate
is also well served by the main rail
network (Derby and Nottingham),
close to the proposed HS2 station
at Toton and just 20 minutes’ drive
from East Midlands Airport.
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BACKGROUND
The Elvaston Estate manifests many centuries of
activity and improvement. There is written evidence that
indicates that by the reign of Richard II (1377-99) there
was a well-established substantial manor, estate and
gardens. This is supported by St Bartholomew’s church,
which is adjacent to Elvaston Castle, being, in part, early
13th century.
In the early 16th century the Elvaston Estate was
acquired by Sir Michael Stanhope and the Stanhope
family resided at Elvaston for over four centuries.
William Stanhope, the great, great, great grandson of Sir
Michael was created the first Baron Harrington in 1730,
rising to the first Earl of Harrington in 1742.
The 3rd Earl, Charles Stanhope, commissioned James
Wyatt to undertake extensive remodelling of the house.
James Wyatt died in 1813, by which date the designs
for what was to become ‘Elvaston Castle’ were moreor-less complete. After Wyatt’s death the commission
was undertaken by Robert Walker, who realised much of
Wyatt’s vision by 1819.
It is rumoured that the 3rd Earl invited ‘Capability’ Brown
to Elvaston. If this is true it must have been at the outset
of the 3rd Earl’s tenure as Brown died in 1783. It was
reported that Brown declared the “place so flat that
there was such a lack of capability in it that he would
not meddle with it”¹
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In 1829 the Estate was inherited by the 4th Earl,
also a Charles. He must have been keen to continue
the work initiated on the house by his father, as he
appointed architect Lewis N Cottingham to work on
extensions and interiors at Elvaston. The 4th Earl also
introduced William Barron to Elvaston as Head Gardener
in 1830. It was Barron who, more than anyone else,
established the character of the Park and Gardens as
we see them today.
The 4th Earl, was a nineteenth century eccentric ‘dandy’
who, towards the end of the 1820s, met and fell in love
with Maria Foote, an actress, who, by the order of the
day, had something of a chequered past. The couple
married in 1831, and were not received well in London
society. In part, as a result of this, the Earl and the
Countess retreated to Elvaston. The 4th Earl appointed
William Barron to create romantic pleasure grounds for
the married couple.
Barron did this by utilising his passion for conifers,
developing the practice of transplanting mature
trees and by creating fantastic elements of rockwork
structures. Barron worked for the 4th Earl until his death
in 1851 and then, with a much reduced garden staff, for
the 5th and 6th Earls until Barron left Elvaston in 1865 to
set up a nursery in nearby Borrowash.
¹ William Barron, The British Winter Garden, 1852, p.2.

ELVASTON UNLOCKED:

SPIRIT
OF
PLACE

After Barron left Elvaston it is recorded anecdotally that
the formal pleasure gardens slowly slipped into decline
under the Stanhope family. However this changed in
1928 when the 10th Earl died in a hunting accident just
one year after inheriting the title. The 11th Earl was
only a boy when he inherited the Estate and family title.
With the onset of World War II the Stanhope family left
Elvaston to live in Thulston so that the Castle could
be used as a teachers’ training college. The Castle
remained as a teachers’ training college until 1952.

Through DCC’s joint working with the NT, the following
statement was produced that seeks to summarise the
essence of Elvaston and how the many layers of history
manifest today:

In 1964 the Estate was first put up for sale. Ultimately
the Estate was purchased by an aggregates consortium.
After a number of failed attempts to gain planning
permission to demolish the Castle and extract
aggregates from the site the consortium sold the Estate
to DCC which opened the Estate as the first Country
Park in England in 1970.

The Castle stands at the heart of the Estate, overlooking a
landscape ranging from majestic conifers and woodland
to formal topiary and rock work which inspired so many
historic estates. Slightly worn at the edges, this homage
to romantic Gothic fantasy still has the power to inspire
and surprise with its gleaming gilt and dramatic painted
interiors.

The fixtures and fittings of the Estate and Castle were
sold prior to it being purchased by DCC.

Some of the grandeur of Barron’s experimental design has
been eroded by happy, running feet and generations of
exploring hands; the growing power of the Stanhope family
has waned, but their enduring creation of fantasy and
escapism is still felt throughout the house and grounds.”

The Estate was run successfully as a Country Park and
Museum for more than three decades. Generations of
local and wider Derbyshire residents have benefited
from school visits, weekend events or simply walking
over and becoming familiar with this richly diverse
landscape.

“Created by many hands as a haven for a family line,
turned by circumstance into a sanctuary for two lovers
and transformed into an escape from ‘everyday life’ for
thousands; this continually evolving, miniature world
reveals countless glimpses of its long history.
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OWNERSHIP & DESIGNATION

Elvaston Castle Estate is included
on Historic England’s Register of
Historic Parks and Gardens and
is Grade II*. The majority of the
registered park and gardens are in
the ownership of Derbyshire County
Council.

Church of St Bartholomew (Not owned by DCC)

Grade I

Elvaston Castle

Grade II*

St Bartholomew churchyard walls (Not owned by DCC)

Grade II

Moorish Temple and terrace

Grade II

Golden Gates and attached walls

Grade II

Within the boundary of the
registered park and gardens
there are also a number of listed
structures:

Stables to the west of Elvaston Castle Coach House

Grade II

Nursery Garden walls and attached outbuildings

Grade II

Carriage wash

Grade II

Gatepiers and walls to the west of Elvaston Castle

Grade II

Coach House and attached buildings

Grade II

Pump House

Grade II

Stable block east of the Kennels (Gas House)

Grade II

The Kennels

Grade II

London Road Lodge Entrance Gates

Grade II

Farm buildings west of St Bartholomew Church

Grade II

Information centre and shop

Grade II

Springthorpe Cottage

Grade II

The Boat House

Grade II

Grotto on northern side of lake

Grade II
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Top: Boat house and Local
Wildlife Site
Above: Pump house
Below: Pump house and Boat house
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ACCESS & MOVEMENT
A new vehicular access from a new junction on the
B5010 (Shardlow Road) between the A6 roundabout
and the South Avenue gates to a new visitor car park
is proposed. The access will be carefully designed to
minimise its impacts, especially where it crosses or is
near existing pedestrian routes and bridleways.

Before

The new access will help to alleviate traffic pressure
through Thulston, Elvaston and Borrowash. Access to
St Bartholomew’s Church, Elvaston Cricket Club and the
Kennels and Saw Yard will be via the new access.
As well as being close to the new visitor hub and
giving a clear, legible approach to the core buildings,
the new car park arrangement will provide more space
for parking than the existing car park. This relocation
will help reverse the damage to the historic landscape
around the lake, which is suffering from excessive
erosion and root compaction.
The new access route and car park will unlock the
full potential of the Estate’s core buildings by bringing
visitors directly to the heart of the site. Along with the
installation of new services and drainage infrastructure,
this work is seen as essential in updating the core to
modern standards, keeping people safe and ensuring
that traffic is managed efficiently.

Car
Park

Core
Buildings

Elvaston Estate

After

Car
Park
Core
Buildings

Elvaston Estate

The Estate will be managed to promote access for all.
At busy times an electric buggy service or similar is
envisaged to take visitors with impaired mobility from
the car park to the visitor hub. At quieter times disabled
parking will be available closer to the core buildings.
Springthorpe Cottage (see left) could act as a welcome
point for all visitors on all but the quietest days. It is
hoped that this will be a location for visitors to orientate
themselves to their surroundings, promoting walking,
cycling and horse-riding routes across the Estate.
Cycle hire facilities could be introduced on the Estate,
providing opportunities to develop Elvaston as a cycling
destination, maximising the opportunities offered by
National Cycle Route 6 which connects locally with
routes 66, 67 and 54 in Elvaston’s vicinity.
Signed walks, orienteering and other sports related
events will be promoted and encouraged in partnership
with tenants on the Estate.
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The new access route will not
remove any current footpaths or
bridleways.
The new access will be twinned to
run alongside current bridleways in
places.
Where the new access needs to
cross a footpath or bridleway it will
be made clear that pedestrians,
cyclists and horse riders have
priority.
A new roundabout will be created
on the detrunked A6 west of the
South Avenue. It will be situated
as far as possible from the current
roundabout to its west without
impacting on the setting of the
Grade II listed London Road Lodge
entrance gates.

© Crown copyright and database rights 2017.
Ordnance Survey 100023251.

Above: Plan showing new access
route through the Estate.

Above: Three indicative visuals
of the new access route running
alongside an existing bridleway.

Above: Indicative detail of the new access crossing an existing bridleway.
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ELEMENTS
1 Main visitor car park. To be formally laid out using
water permeable materials and possibly at a
slightly raised level to improve drainage with run-off
attenuated into wet woodland, ditches and ponds,
creating additional wildlife habitats.
2 Overspill car park.
3 Picnic and kick around area.
4 Woodland. All woodland will be managed to ensure
its health and to promote biodiversity. Where
appropriate public access will be allowed. Other
learning initiatives and commercial activities
such as Forest School and a ‘Go Ape’ could be
considered.
5 Pastoral farmland. Could be used to support an
equestrian use on the Estate.
6 South Avenue and the Golden Gates flanking lawns.
Maintained for informal recreation/walking.
The South Avenue could be used as the principal
route for pedestrians and cyclists accessing the
park from the new residential development to the
south of the Estate. Grassland margins to the
South Avenue should be managed to encourage
greater biodiversity.
7 Pastoral farmland – see 5. Could also be used
to support other uses on the Estate such as an
equestrian centre.
8 Core Pleasure Gardens. To be managed to conserve
and enhance William Barron and the 4th Earl’s
original design intentions. Works in the Gardens
Maintenance Management Plan are to stop further
loss of its historic significance. Future phases may
include the recreation of lost elements. As the
condition of the Core Gardens improves charging for
access may be considered.
9 Oak Flat, Pastoral farmland – see 5. This was
initially considered as a possible future location for
an events field as the land is on higher ground than
the existing Showground and is likely to be betterdrained. However, the existing Showground (see 15)
is the traditional much-loved location for holding
large events at Elvaston Castle so in the short to
medium term it will not be relocated. Area 9 will
continue to be let as pastoral farmland in the short
to medium term.
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10 Local Wildlife Site. Continue to be managed as
a wildlife site encouraging greater appropriate
biodiversity. Interpretation in area to be enhanced.
11 East Avenue. Maintained for informal recreation/
walking. Grassland margins to East Avenue should
be managed to encourage greater biodiversity.
Avenue trees need careful monitoring, especially
Barron’s tree planting. Management is needed to
reduce/not worsen root compaction.
12 Lake and Rockwork. To be managed to conserve
and enhance William Barron and the 4th Earl’s
original design intentions. Issues concerning
the lake’s hydrology need to be identified and
addressed. Rockwork requires careful consolidation
and restoration, especially Grade II listed Grotto.
13 Glamp Site. Camping and holiday use.
14 Current visitor car park. Move visitor car parking.
Current site could then be used to enhance
glamping offer as well as considering use for car
parking for one off events.
15 Showground. In the short to medium term manage
as the Estate’s principal events space. Beyond that
use to be re-assessed in the light of further research
to establish whether additional measures can be
taken to improve the drainage of the area. Longer
term the area may remain as the Estate’s principal
events space or, if not, it could be retained as a
secondary events space/communal recreational
space/or for pasture use in connection with a
glamping offer.
16 Mown grass picnic area. Grass margins to be
managed to encourage greater biodiversity.
17 Paddock. To be developed in part as a pay for entry
adventurous play facility.
18 Immediate surrounding to Elvaston Castle. Managed
for informal recreation such as picnicking. A
programme of events could be considered to exploit
the terraces’ amphitheatre arrangement.

19 Home Farm. Conversion of farm house and ‘horse shoe’ barn. Access to the site via Bedford
Drive. Residential use was initially considered the optimum use here (to assist in contributing
funds to repairing the Castle buildings) but the potential negative impact of an access route
following Bedford Drive is recognised. The optimum proposed use has been changed to
activity-related, to respond to leisure, well-being and tourist needs. The repurposing and
repairs of these buildings is a priority due to their condition. The option of redeveloping
the site as housing, including an element of ‘enabling development’*, may have to be
reconsidered if no suitable alternative use can be found in the short term.
20 Thatch Cottage residential area. ‘Enabling development’ site accessed via Castle Drive.
Where alternative leisure based proposals are put forward, these will be considered.
21 Elvaston Cricket Club.
* “Enabling development is development that would be unacceptable in planning terms but for the fact that it would bring public benefits sufficient
to justify it being carried out, and which could not otherwise be achieved. The key public benefit to significant places is usually the securing of
their long-term future.” Enabling Development and the conservation of significant places, Historic England
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AREA A (See Plan on Page 13)

a Visitor arrival area. Enhance interpretation. Possibly
use Springthorpe Cottage as a visitor entrance
facility.
b

Top Stable Yard. Restoration and conversion of
buildings possibly including café, retail and offices.
Area to accommodate visitor facing staff.

c

New build to accommodate new café facility.

d Castle Courtyard. Current carriage range may be
used as a flexible space to support functions/events
on the ground floor of the Castle. Courtyard to be
able to be occasionally cordoned off for exclusive
use in conjunction with the Castle.
e Elvaston Castle. Ground floor to be flexibly used
for education, conference, weddings, etc. Also to
include some public access with interpretation.
Upper floors to be converted to residential – this
could be holiday lets or long term lease or a
combination.
f Special events parking to support events in the
Castle. Careful management of space required to
facilitate deliveries.
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g Lower Stable Yard and Museum Buildings*. To be
restored and where appropriate converted. Possible
uses include retail, offices and workshops.
h Formal parking area for the Church/overspill for
Castle and Castle Courtyard events.
i Kennels and Saw Yard residential area. Includes
the conversion of the Kennels (3 units) and the Gas
House (1 unit). It could also include, as ‘enabling
development’, 10 houses on the site of the former
Kennels Cottage and 2 houses on the footprint
of the modern buildings in the Saw Yard. To be
accessed via Church Drive. Where appropriate,
some of these will be considered for use as holiday
lets – in particular the Gas House, Kennels and the
redeveloped modern buildings in the Saw Yard.
* The Lower Stable Yard currently includes an equestrian business. This use is what
a number of the buildings were first developed for, however, the compatibility and
on-going feasibility of this use in these buildings, while not ruled out, needs to be
considered carefully. It is felt that an equestrian business elsewhere on the Estate,
if it is not in the Lower Stable Yard should be promoted, if it is financially viable,
as it is a use that is appropriate to the character of the Estate.

AREA B (See Plan on Page 13)

a Area in front of walled gardens. Area to be managed in accordance with
Gardens Maintenance Management Plan. Small amount of parking to be
included to facilitate the use of the walled gardens, i.e. disabled guests/
bride and groom.
b Old English Garden. Garden to remain open to the public. Garden to
be licensed so that weddings and civil ceremonies can be conducted.
Occasional closure may be required to facilitate weddings or other
events.
c Frame Yard. Area to be used as the operational base for site staff,
vehicles and site refuse.
d Nursery Garden. Area to be used for private events such as weddings.
Glasshouse restoration is medium to long term objective. Part of the
area is needed for horticulture to support Core Gardens. In the future,
this garden could become a satellite ‘horticultural hub’ once the area
around the Castle is developed as a visitor attraction. Uses could include
plant sales, secondary catering and other retail.
e Heritage orchard and potential car park for events in the Nursery Garden.
15

CAR PARKING STRATEGY

i Main visitor car park. This car park will be accessed
via the new access route off the B5010. It will
replace the current car park and should be used by
all general visitors to the site. Access to the Estate
from the car park will be from its south-east corner.
It will include parking provision to accommodate
motorbikes, cycles and horse boxes. At busy times
an electric buggy service or similar is envisaged
to take visitors with impaired mobility from the car
park to the visitor hub. At quieter times disabled
parking will be available closer to the core.
(See iii below).
ii

Overspill car park. This area is only to be used
when there are capacity issues on site such as in
high season or if there are particular events that
increase pressure on car parking.

iii Disabled visitor parking. Area accessed through
main car park.
iv Car parking for special events in the Castle and
Castle Courtyard and to support residential uses
on the upper floor of the Castle. Area requires
careful management and design as this is also
where deliveries will be dropped off. The character
of the historic lunging circle/manège needs to be
respected. Access to this car park will be via the
new access route.
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v Car parking for operators in the Top and Lower
Stable Yards and for residential properties/holiday
leases in the Saw Yard area. Access to this car
park will be via the new access until point A where
vehicles will turn east along the Estate’s existing
network and then north along Church Drive.
vi Car parking for the Kennels. Access to this car
park will be via the new access until point A where
vehicles will continue directly north along the
Estate’s existing network.
vii Car park for St Bartholomew’s Church. Car park
for services and events in the Church. Overspill
provision for special events in the Castle and Castle
Courtyard.
viii Current visitor car park no longer to be used for
general visitors to the site (except in the short term
until the replacement is built, see i. above). This area
could be used to support and enhance glamping
offer or/and providing car parking for one off events.
ix Parking for events in the Nursery Garden.

PHASE ONE - CORE BUILDINGS, CONCEPT
The first phase of the Elvaston project will tackle the
historic buildings at the core of the site bringing them
into active use to provide a revenue stream to contribute
towards the costs of running the Estate. All repair and
conversion work to the historic buildings will be carried
out sensitively under the direction of South Derbyshire
District Council’s conservation officer with the support
of Historic England.

As the Top Stable Yard becomes vibrant, further
opportunities for retail, offices and workshops will
be considered in the Lower Stable Yard and museum
buildings.

It has been identified that visitors to Elvaston may
never visit or even know about the core buildings as
awareness of the whole site is poor from the current
car park. For this reason it is seen that an essential
component of this first phase will be moving the main
car park from its current location to an area just to
the north-west of the core buildings. To do this a new
vehicular access will be required running from a new
junction on the B5010 (Shardlow Road) between the
A6 roundabout and the South Avenue gates to the new
car park.

The building that houses the workshop’s historic
engine could be used as an exhibition space.
Other former workshops and stables could house a
range of other craftspeople and niche retail businesses.
The stable buildings could also include a cycle hire
centre, education facilities and an Elvaston Castle and
Gardens Trust base.

The new access should alleviate traffic pressure through
Thulston, Elvaston and Borrowash.
Moving the car park will make the core buildings,
once again, the centre of Elvaston providing visitors
with convenient facilities and attractions and visitor
information to orientate and explore the whole Estate.
In turn this will ensure that any commercial activity
across the Estate will get sufficient footfall to make it
economically viable.
The core of the Estate will become a vibrant centre
through which visitors will percolate to gain access and
discover the whole of the Elvaston Estate.

The museum buildings will be developed to reflect their
former uses. For example, the Blacksmith’s workshop
could be reinstated.

The outside areas provide excellent opportunities for
pop-up events including farmers’ markets, plant sales
and family events. The centrally located gardener’s
cottage may provide additional café facilities.
To ensure that Elvaston has a family offer which attracts
people all year round the former real tennis court could
be developed to house a family leisure/play facility.
The Castle will also be brought back to life. The ground
floor will be managed flexibly to host weddings,
conferences and meetings. In addition there will be
some public access with interpretation. Included on
the ground floor will be an education room that can be
used independently to the rest of the Castle. There will
be the ability to combine the use of the Castle with the
Castle Courtyard, where access can be restricted on an
occasional basis to give guests exclusivity of this area
for functions.

The core visitor facilities will be based around the Top
Stable Yard and are likely to include:
• Visitor welcome
• A new café
• An adventurous play facility
• Visitor facing staff offices
• Office space on upper floors
• Visitor facilities such as toilets
• Retail units
• Visitor interpretation
• Flexible spaces for ‘pop-up’ retail
• Events
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The upper floors of the Castle will be developed as a
residential offer. Short-term holiday lets are seen as the
optimum use; as this would also allow them to work in
conjunction with weddings or other events that may be
held in the Castle.
Residential use throughout the core area of the Estate
will bring vitality and passive surveillance. Whilst a
mixture of tenure is envisaged, the optimum use for
existing buildings is seen as short-term holiday lets with
long term residential use seen as more appropriate for
any new properties.
There is a long-term commitment to providing public
access to the Castle, particularly the Gothic Hall, Gothic
Kitchen and the Orchid House. The Gothic Kitchen could
be used as an interpretation and museum space, whilst
regular guided tours and annual open weekends will
provide access to the Castle’s interiors.
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Funding for the first phase could be a mixture of
DCC capital funding and borrowing, grant funding,
development partner and operator funding as well as
finance through developing parts of the site for housing,
including ‘enabling development’. It should be noted that
the areas envisaged for ‘enabling development’ housing
are all in discrete areas of the Estate that are currently
not accessible to the public.
There is a need for the Frame Yard, adjacent to the
walled gardens, to be redeveloped as a site operations
base. This will enable ‘back of house’ gardens and site
management activities to be relocated away from key
visitor spaces.
Phase one works will be carefully sequenced. As part
of the initial work of moving the car park and creating
a new vehicular access, the opportunity will be taken to
upgrade services to the core buildings.

1: The view on entering the Elvaston Estate from the
car park and passing between the stone gateposts to
the core area. The route is clearly defined by the strong
sightline along the drive to the clock tower arch with the
Castle beyond.

2: On reaching the gateposts to the Top Stable Yard an
access route will be clearly signed to the left drawing
visitors to the new café, adventurous play area and
directly to the lakeside and garden terraces. This will
provide an alternative route to the park when the Castle
Courtyard is cordoned off for occasional events.

3: View of the alternative access route as it reaches the
new café. There will be access to new toilet facilities in
this location.

4: The new café will also be accessible through the
northern range of the Top Stable Yard.
5: View within the Castle Courtyard showing ‘light touch’
improvements to the modern carriage range. This glazed
range will be used to support Castle related events.
This view also shows lost chimneys and architectural
features being restored to the Castle’s west elevation.

6: View of the rear of the carriage range with the Castle
(left) and the alternative route to the visitor car park
through the new café (right). A new canopy will provide
shelter from inclement weather between the Castle, the
Courtyard and carriage range. It is proposed to enable
public access to the Castle’s Gothic Kitchen here.
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PHASE TWO - HISTORIC GARDENS, CONCEPT
Elvaston’s landscape is recognised nationally,
extensively for the work of William Barron under the
patronage of the 4th Earl of Harrington. This is reflected
by the Elvaston Estate having a Grade II* listing on
Historic England’s Register of Historic Parks and
Gardens.
It is hoped that the recently commissioned Gardens
Maintenance Management Plan (GMMP) will re-profile
existing garden resources to maintain the gardens to
minimise any further loss of its historic significance.
Even with the GMMP in place there are a number of
challenges that the gardens and parkland face, the most
pressing of which is the hydrology of the site, including
the lake.
Phase two will lead on from the success of phase one
and the work undertaken as part of the GMMP. However,
there are a number of elements that will require a
significant capital investment. These include:
• Lake restoration including works to the clay liner and
the removal of contaminated silt
• Restoring and enhancing drainage across the site
• Restoration of rock work including the Grade II listed
Grotto and Sunken Garden
• Reinterpretation of some of Barron’s early yew
planting where original planting is beyond retraining
but the design intention will be lost without some new
planting
In addition to this, it may be desirable to recreate some
of Barron’s lost designs such as the ‘Mon Plaisir’ and
the ‘Alhambra’ gardens. Both of these are in the Core
Pleasure Gardens. As the condition of these gardens
improves and more floral displays are incorporated,
charging an entry fee may be considered for area 8.
It is expected that the moving of the main visitor
car park as part of phase one will alleviate some
of the immediate pressure being placed upon the
Grade II listed Grotto to the north of the lake and root
compaction caused by footfall along the East Avenue,
enabling the restoration and long-term conservation of
these important historic features.
At the height of Barron’s tenure as Head Gardener at
Elvaston there were over 100 gardeners working on the
Estate. In undertaking a restoration of the grounds of
the Elvaston Estate, an understanding of the resource
available to maintain it after completion needs to
be kept in mind. It is not the intention to restore the
grounds to a point where their maintenance is beyond
the available resource. The ambition is to get them in
to sustainable ’good-heart’ where the significance of
William Barron’s and the 4th Earl of Harrington’s designs
are clearly appreciable for generations to come.
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THE SHOWGROUND, CONCEPT
The existing Showground is the traditional much-loved
location for holding large events at Elvaston Castle. In
the short to medium term it is envisaged that this will
not be relocated and will continue to be used as the
Estate’s principal events space as well as for community
recreation. Longer term the area may remain the Estate’s
principal events space or, if not, it could be retained as a
secondary events space, communal recreational space
or for use as pasture. Keeping the Showground in its
current location will not affect the proposal to relocate
the main car park. The existing main car park, if retained
in its current form, will only be used to support specific
events on the Showground.
Whilst the current Showground has been the location
of many successful events, due to the hydrology of
the site the number of times it can be used is limited
as it quickly becomes water logged and can require
considerable recovery time between events. Further
research is needed to establish whether additional
drainage measures can be implemented at the existing
Showground to ensure regular and maximised use
thus providing the best possible visitor experience,
reassuring operators that events are less likely to be
cancelled due to waterlogging, and generating the
highest possible revenue for re-investment at Elvaston.

If suitable drainage solutions for the existing
Showground cannot be found and implemented,
or are ineffective in the short term, it may be necessary
to carry out similar research into the drainage
characteristics (and any necessary mitigation potential)
of Oak Flat (the previously suggested replacement), to
assess this as a possible alternative option in the longer
term. As Oak Flat is at a higher level than the existing
Showground it is considered likely to be better-drained.
In the short to medium term Oak Flat will therefore
continue to be let as pastoral farmland. It should be
noted that most of this area is tenanted land, however
some areas have been given over for permissive public
recreational access following requests from the local
community.
The new car park is equally convenient for both the
current Showground and Oak Flat fields. Because of
the new access, visitors to events are therefore less
likely to contribute to congestion in the neighbouring
settlements of Thulston, Elvaston and Borrowash.
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PROJECTS SINCE 2010
Derbyshire County Council has already undertaken projects to release revenue
potential of areas of the Elvaston Estate in line with the adopted 10 year Vision.
These include:

THE FORMER CARAVAN SITE:

OLD ENGLISH GARDEN:

This site has had its foul drainage infrastructure repaired
as well as the toilet block facility refurbished. The site
is due to re-open in 2020 under a new operator with
glamping as well as facilities for caravans, motorhomes
and tents.

This walled garden has been licensed as a space where
wedding ceremonies can take place. It forms part of a
package now offered by an independent operator who
organises weddings at Elvaston.

NURSERY GARDEN:
DCC has repaired the walls of the Nursery Garden.
As the garden has not been open to the public, it makes
an ideal location for the erection of a marquee to
support weddings under the control of an independent
operator. The Garden is also used for horticulture
to support the wider Estate and this needs to be
maintained and managed in the context of the Garden
as an events space. The repair of the glass house along
the northern wall of the garden is a medium to long term
aspiration.
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COACH HOUSE RANGE AND CLOCK
TOWER, THE TOP STABLE YARD:
Repairs to these buildings will facilitate later conversion.
Other completed works include comprehensive
re-roofing of the Castle, refurbishment of the Castle
toilets and repairs to some of the principal structures,
including the Moorish Temple and Terrace, Golden
Gates and Ha-ha wall at the end of the East Avenue.

FOCUSSED
MANAGEMENT

ASCRIBED AND
FLEXIBLE LAND

While much of the works at Elvaston will require
significant capital investment there are areas that will be
improved through more targeted management.

Immediately to the west of the Core Gardens there are
areas of land that are included in the Masterplan that
have not been allocated to a specific project phase or
to a particular maintenance/management regime. This
is because they already have an ascribed use that is
appropriate to the Estate, such as Elvaston Cricket Club,
or is land that could be used in different ways to support
existing and/or proposed uses around the Estate.

This includes:
• Nature reserve
• Some areas of woodland
• Some areas of pastoral farmland

Until the ‘flexible’ land is allocated a different use it
should be maintained as pastoral farmland. This may
also prove to be its optimal end use.
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Derbyshire County Council and the Elvaston Castle and Gardens
Trust are grateful to all individuals and organisations that
contributed to the development of the Masterplan and took part in
the consultation process that helped to inform its content.
We believe this ambitious plan will deliver a vibrant and sustainable
visitor attraction, providing future generations with positive
memorable experiences.

